
The Basic Toolkit: 15 Household Tools Every
Wise Homeowner Must Have
As a homeowner, it is important to have a basic toolkit on hand. Whether it's
fixing a leaky faucet, hanging a picture, or assembling furniture, having the right
tools can save you time, money, and frustration. In this article, we will introduce
you to the 15 essential tools that every wise homeowner must have in their
toolkit.

1. Screwdrivers

A screwdriver set is a must-have for any homeowner. It should include both
flathead and Phillips head screwdrivers of various sizes. These versatile tools can
be used for tightening loose screws, assembling furniture, and much more.

2. Hammer

A hammer is essential for various tasks around the house such as hanging
pictures or driving nails. Look for a hammer with a comfortable grip and a good
balance between weight and strength.
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3. Tape Measure

Accurate measurements are crucial for any home improvement project. A tape
measure allows you to measure dimensions, estimate materials, and ensure a
precise fit.

4. Level

A level is necessary for ensuring that objects are straight and even. From hanging
shelves to aligning tiles, a level is an indispensable tool for achieving
professional-looking results.

5. Adjustable Wrench

An adjustable wrench is a versatile tool for tightening or loosening nuts and bolts
of various sizes. Look for one with a comfortable grip and a wide jaw capacity.

6. Pliers

Pliers are useful for gripping, cutting, and bending wires or holding objects
securely. It is recommended to have both needle-nose and tongue and groove
pliers in your toolkit.

7. Utility Knife

A utility knife is perfect for cutting through materials such as cardboard, carpet, or
drywall. Choose one with a retractable blade for safety and convenience.

8. Handsaw
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A handsaw is necessary for cutting through wood or other materials when power
tools are not required. Look for a saw with a comfortable handle and sharp teeth
for efficient cutting.

9. Power Drill

A power drill is a game-changer when it comes to home improvement projects. It
can be used for drilling holes, driving screws, and even mixing paint. Invest in a
quality drill with variable speed settings and a variety of drill bits.

10. Safety Goggles

When working with tools, safety should be a top priority. Safety goggles protect
your eyes from debris, dust, or any potential hazards. Ensure a snug fit and opt
for goggles with anti-fog capabilities.

11. Stud Finder

When hanging heavy objects like shelves or mirrors, it is important to find the
studs in the wall for secure mounting. A stud finder is a handy tool that can easily
locate studs behind drywall.

12. Measuring Tape

For precise measurements, a measuring tape is a must-have tool. It is essential
for tasks like hanging curtains, installing light fixtures, or determining the size of
furniture you want to buy.

13. Pipe Wrench

A pipe wrench is specifically designed to work with pipes and other rounded
objects. It can be used for gripping, turning, or tightening pipes, making it a
crucial tool for any plumbing-related tasks.



14. Wire Cutter/Stripper

A wire cutter/stripper is essential for electrical work or any tasks involving wires. It
allows you to cut wires to the desired length and strip off the insulation for proper
connections.

15. Toolbox

Finally, to keep all your essential tools organized and easily accessible, invest in
a sturdy toolbox. Look for one with multiple compartments and a sturdy handle for
convenient transportation.

Having these 15 essential tools in your basic toolkit will equip you to handle a
wide range of household tasks and DIY projects. With these tools, you'll be able
to tackle everyday repairs, improvements, and creative projects with confidence.
Remember to maintain and clean your tools regularly to ensure they stay in good
working condition.

So, wise homeowners, it's time to build your toolkit and be prepared for any home
improvement project that comes your way!
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Here is a wise investment every homeowner should make. This list of 15
household tools is the absolute for any basic household toolkit you'll always
appreciate. And you can expect to purchase this starter tool kit all for around
$200.
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